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Abstract

Hashing is a very important and efficient tool in contemporary data processing, particularly because of its influence in data storage and retrieval. This paper describes a form of hashing using separate chaining, in which linked lists are used to avoid hash collisions. The version presented uses the List interface and its LinkedList implementation present in java.util. In fact, this paper presents an object-oriented design of a hash table implemented in the Java programming language, in which separate chaining is used to resolve hash collisions, should any occur during the course of computation.

1. Introduction.

The idea of an address calculator is used as a means of storing and retrieving large volumes of data. We may view an address calculator as a function whose argument is a key and whose value is an address in a data structure containing the actual data. If the data structure is an array, the address calculator uses the array subscripts as access values. The process of converting the search key into an access value is called hashing, and the function performing the conversion is called a hash function. The data structure holding the actual data is generally called a hash table.

If the hash table is an array whose components hold the actual data records, the associated hash function produces a subscript (or index) of that array where the record may appear. If the hashing process involves storing a new record in a location in the array where another record has previously been stored, a hash collision results. In this case, one of several possible alternatives are examined as a means of resolving such hash
collisions. If the array actually holds the data to be stored and retrieved, the entire hashing technique is known as open addressing.

We should note that open addressing provides a hashing process that is of complexity $O(1)$, since the result of applying the hash function to the key produces an array subscript to search where that record is presumed to appear. In open addressing, if a hash collision occurs, several of these methods of resolution involve performing a search through successive array locations until a proper match of data is found, often resulting in a search and retrieval effort that is $O(n)$, where $n$ is the size of the array.

An alternative to open addressing is called separate chaining, in which the result of applying the hash function results in an array subscript, where the array component defined at that subscript does not hold the actual data. Instead, each such array component holds a reference to a singly linked list of data records, each of which contains a key that hashes to the same subscript, as described in Figure 1.

![Diagram of separate chaining](image)

(Figure 1)

Thus, once the hash function provides the subscript value for table, a linear search through the info components of the associated linked list is conducted. The search looks for a match with the data record whose key is provided. If a match occurs, the search is successful, and the processing of the corresponding data begins; otherwise, the search ends unsuccessfully.

2. Choosing an Appropriate Hash Function.

How do we choose a suitable hash function? We must face the reality of choosing a hash function that is practical, appropriate, and efficient. Several factors should influence our decision:
1. the hash function should always produce values lying in the subscript range of the resulting hash table;
2. the hash function should produce values that are easily and efficiently computable;
3. the hash function (in the case of open addressing) should avoid as many hash collisions as possible.

One of the criteria to consider in choosing a hash function is its ease of computation. We should anticipate applying the hash function very frequently because the associated software will generally involve a large number of searches. Consequently, computing values of the hash function should be done as simply and as efficiently as possible.

Another factor to consider is the ability of the hash function to produce values that are widely distributed throughout its complete range. Thus, the hash function should avoid a frequent repetition of a relatively small number of specific values and neglect the rest of the possible values. Choosing a hash function with this property will have the favorable side effect of avoiding the occurrence of a large number of possible hash collisions.

Any one of a number of different approaches may be applied in choosing a suitable hash function. We give an outline of the more popularly chosen methods below:

Method 1: The Middle Square Technique:

This method takes the square of the key and then extracts a small number of consecutive digits from the middle of the result. Experimental evidence shows that a fairly even distribution of values occurs when this technique is applied. The downside of this technique is that often the result of squaring the key results in an integer value that is too large to lie in the usual range of integers supported by a typical programming language.

Method 2: Random Number Generators:

This method defines the hash function as a random number generator whose values are restricted to the subscript range of the hash table. Such random number generators usually begin by passing an integer-valued parameter (the seed) and then computing a finite sequence of random integers lying in the subscript range of the hash table. The number of random numbers to be generated is set in advance by the programmer. Using such a random number generator in the context of hashing generally involves presenting the value of the search key as the initial seed.

Method 3: Folding:

This method uses the digits of the key in some arithmetical combination, with a result that falls in the range of the subscripts of the hash table. The first method described above (The Middle Square Technique) is but one possible example of folding. Another
form of folding is called projection, in which certain digits of the key are removed before the key is mapped to a subscript of the hash table.

Method 4: Division with Remainder:

In this case, the hash value is the remainder obtained when the key is divided by some suitably chosen positive integer TableSize, where TableSize represents the size of the array, as in

\[ H(key) = key \% TableSize; \]

Thus, the hash values lie in the range from 0 through TableSize - 1. It is not difficult to code this form of a hash function, and if TableSize is chosen to be a suitable prime number, and if open addressing is implemented, the number of possible hash collisions is minimized.


Separate chaining involves a design in which the hash table is an array of references to linearly linked lists. As already stated, this approach avoids the threat of hash collisions entirely. In this situation, if a new data record hashes to a value in table that is already occupied, the new record is inserted into the same linked list given by that table location.

Accordingly, each component of table is a reference to a chain (linearly linked list) of records hashing to the same value. In this way, the only limitations we face are those imposed by the hardware involving the amount of storage allocated for creating new nodes. Searching for a specific record involves first hashing to the proper location in table and then performing a sequential search through the list (if not empty) for the desired record. Adding, removing, and retrieving records then become familiar list operations.

In an object-oriented design, our primary objective is to place hashing in an application domain that uses classes and objects. This would imply that it is possible to define an abstract data type (ADT) having its foundation in the hashing process. To accomplish this, we will design a class called MC_Hashtable, which construct objects in the form of specific hash tables with certain instance methods that are important and appropriate to hashing.

4. Formal Design of the MC_Hashtable Class.

The MC_Hashtable class is formally defined in Java as follows.

```java
public class MC_Hashtable {
    // Numeric code for each of the hashing methods handled
    // handled by this class. Useful in getMethodType method to follow.
    public static final int DIVISION = 0;
```
public static final int MIDDLESQUARE = 1;
public static final int MULTIPLICATION = 2;

private final int DEFAULT_TABLESIZE = 101;

private int ciTablesize;
private int ciMethodType;
private int ciMaxListLength = 0;
private int ciMaxListLengthIndex = 0;
private int ciMinListLength = 0;
private int ciMinListLengthIndex = 0;
private int caAvgListLength = 0;

private LinkedList[] caValues = null;

// Parameterless constructor.
public MC_Hashable()
{
    createHashtable(DEFAULT_TABLESIZE);
}

// Constructor with single parameter for given table size.
public MC_Hashable(int piSize)
{
    createHashtable(piSize);
}

// Constructor with two parameters. The second parameter
// indicates the hashing method involved.
public MC_Hashable(int piSize, int piMethodType);
{
    setMethodType(piMethodType);
    createHashtable(piSize);
}

// Auxiliary method createHashtable.
private void createHashtable(int piSize)
{
    ciTablesize = piSize;
    caValues = new LinkedList(piSize);
    for(int liLoop = 0; liLoop < piSize; ++liLoop)
        caValues[liLoop] = new LinkedList();
    // Invoke auxiliary method resetStats()
    resetStats();
}

// Insert a value into the hash table
public void insertValue(Object poValue) throws Exception
{
    try
    {
        // Test whether the object already exists in the linked list
        // before adding it; otherwise, do nothing.
        if(!caValues[findLocationIndex(poValue)].contains(poValue))
            caValues[findLocationIndex(poValue)].add(poValue);
        // terminates text of try-statement
    }
}
throw new Exception("::MC_Hashtable::insertValue::index =" + findLocationIndex(poValue) + ":::tablesize = " + getTablesize() + "::" + ex.toString());
} // terminates text of catch statement
resetStats();
} // terminates text of insertValue

// Removes the object that is the value of the parameter, // if it exists in the hash table. Returns true if an object // is actually removed; otherwise returns false.
public boolean removeValue(Object poValue) throws Exception {

   // Local variables.
   int liHashValue = 0;
   int liIndex = 0;
   boolean lbReturn = false;
   try {
      // Retrieve the information that would have been used to
      // insert the object in the first place
      liHashValue = getHashCode(poValue);
      liIndex = calculateIndex(liHashValue);
      // If the object exists in the hash table, it is removed
      // and the method returns a "true" value
      lbReturn = caValues[liIndex].remove(poValue);
   } // terminates text of try-statement
   catch(Exception ex) {
      throw new Exception("::MC_Hashtable::removeValue::hash value =" + liHashValue + ":::index = " + liIndex + ":::toString =" + poValue.toString() + ":::" + ex.toString());
   } // terminates text of catch-statement
   resetStats();
   return lbReturn;
} // terminates text of removeValue

// Returns the value of the object if it is found in the hash table;
// otherwise returns null
public Object findValue(Object poValue) throws Exception {

   // Local variables
   int liHashValue = 0;
   int liIndex = 0;
   Object loReturn = null;
   try {
      // Retrieve information that would have been used to
      // insert the object in the first place
      liHashValue = getHashCode(poValue);
      liIndex = calculateIndex(liHashValue);
      // If the object exists, return its value; otherwise
      // loReturn will return null.
      if(caValues[liIndex].contains(poValue))
         loReturn = caValues[liIndex].get(caValues[liIndex].indexOf(poValue));
   } // terminates text of try-statement
catch(Exception ex)
{
    throw new Exception("::MC_Hashtable::findValue::hashValue="
            + liHashValue + ":":index=" + liIndex + ":":toString="
            + poValue.toString() + ":":" + ex.toString());
} // terminates text of catch-statement
return liReturn;
} // terminates text of findValue

// Empties current hash table of all of its components
public void clearAll()
{
    // Proceed only if the hash table has been initialized
    if(caValues != null)
    {
        // Clear all of the values in each of the linked lists
        for(int liLoop = 0; liLoop < getTablesSize(); ++liLoop)
            caValues[liLoop].clear();
    } // terminates text of if-clause
} // terminates text of clearAll

// Auxiliary method.
// Returns the integer value of the linked list index
// where the current object should be inserted
private int findLocationIndex(Object poValue) throws Exception
{
    // Local variables
    int liHashValue = 0;
    int liIndex = 0;
    try
    {
        liHashValue = getHashCode(poValue);
        liIndex = calculateIndex(liHashValue);
    } // terminates text of try-statement
    catch(Exception ex)
    {
        throw new Exception("::MC_Hashtable::findLocationIndex::hashValue="
                + liHashValue + ":":index=" + liIndex + ":":toString());
    } // closes text of catch-statement
    return liIndex;
} // terminates text of findLocationIndex

// Auxiliary method.
// This method returns the hashcode value of the object passed
// as the parameter value
private int getHashCode(Object poObject)
{
    return poObject.hashCode();
} // terminates text of getHashCode

// Auxiliary method.
// This method returns the index of the hashcode passed would
// belong to, if it were entered into the array of linked lists.
private int calculateIndex(int piHashvalue)
{
    // Local variable
    int liReturn = 0;
}
// The next group of local variables are applicable if the
// Folding or Middle Square methods are invoked
int wordSize = 8;
int multiConst = (int)26544435769L;
switch(getMethodType())
{
    case MC_Hashable.DIVISION:
        liReturn = Math.abs(piHashvalue) % getTablesSize();
        break;
    case MC_Hashable.MULTIPLICATION:
        liReturn = Math.abs((getTablesSize()/(2^wordSize))
        * ((piHashvalue * multiConst) % (2^wordSize)));
        break;
    case MC_Hashable.MIDDLE SQUARE:
        liReturn = Math.abs((getTablesSize()/(2^wordSize))
        * ((piHashvalue ^ 2) % (2 ^ wordSize)));
        break;
} // terminates text of switch
return liReturn;
} // terminates text of calculateIndex

// Returns the table size for this class
public int getTablesSize()
{
    return ciTablesSize;
} // terminates text of getTablesSize

// Destroys the existing hash table, and reinitialize the hash
// table with size given by the value of the parameter.
public void setTablesSize(int piSize)
{
    clearAll();
    create Hashable(piSize);
} // terminates text of setTablesSize

// Returns the hash method used
public int getMethodType()
{
    return ciMethodType;
} // terminates text of getMethodType

// Set the hashing method for this class.
public void setMethodType(int piMethod)
{
    ciMethodType = piMethod;
} // terminates text of setMethodType

// Returns the linked list at a specific hashtable index
public LinkedList getHashTableIndex(int piIndex) throws Exception
{
    try
    {
        return caValues[piIndex];
    } // terminates text of try-statement
    catch(Exception ex)
    {
        // Treat array out of bounds exception
throw new Exception("::MC_Hashtable::getHashtableIndex::index= "
  + pIndex + ":" + tablesize + "+ getTablesize() + ":" 
  + ex.toString());
} // terminates text of catch-statement
} // terminates text of getHashtableIndex

// Dumps out the contents of the passed PrintStream object.
public void dumpHashtableStats(PrintStream pOut)
{
  resetStats();
pOut.println("::Hashtable dump::");
pOut.println("::Tablesize= " + getTablesize());
pOut.println("::Hash Method= " + getType());
pOut.println("::Min Length = " + ciMinListLength);
pOut.println("::Max Length = " + ciMaxListLength);
pOut.println("::Avg Length = " + ciAvgListLength);

// Scroll through all of the linked lists in hash table
for(int liLL = 0; liLL < getTablesize(); ++liLL)
{
  String liOutput;
  // Show the current index
  liOutput = "::" + 
    bufferString(new Integer(liLL).toString(),'0',4,true) + "::";
  // Add one "*" for each element in the current linked list.
  for(int liLength = 0; liLength < caValue[liLL].size(); ++liLength)
    liOutput = liOutput + "*";
  pOut.println(liOutput);
} // terminates text of outer for-loop
pOut.println("::dump complete");
} // terminates text of dumpHashtableStats

// Auxiliary method.
// Reset stats of current hash table.
private void resetStats()
{
  ciMaxListLength = 0;
  ciMaxListLengthIndex = 0;
  ciMinListLength = caValues[0].size();
  ciMinListLengthIndex = 0;
  ciAvgListLength = 0;
  int liCount = 0;
  for(int liLL = 0; liLL < getTablesize(); ++liLL)
  {
    if(caValues[liLL].size() > ciMaxListLength)
    {
      ciMaxListLength = caValues[liLL].size();
      ciMaxListLengthIndex = liLL;
    }
    if(caValues[liLL].size() < ciMinListLength)
    {
      ciMinListLength = caValues[liLL].size();
      ciMinListLengthIndex = liLL;
    }
    liCount += caValues[liLL].size();
  } // terminates text of for-loop
cfAvgListLength = liCount/getTablesiz();  
}  // terminates text of resetStats

// Auxiliary method.
// The following method buffers a string with a certain value,
// returning the string at a specified length.
private String bufferString(String psValue, char psBuffer,  
    int piLength, boolean inFront)
{
    String lsReturn = psValue;
    if(psValue.length() < piLength)
        for(int liBuffer = psValue.length(); liBuffer < piLength;  
            ++liBuffer)
            lsReturn = psBuffer + lsReturn;
    return lsReturn;
}  // terminates text of bufferString

}  // terminates text of MC_Hashtable class

5. A Driver for the MC_Hashtable Class.

We now present the text of a main method serving as a driver for the MC_Hashtable  
class. Here the user may choose between any one of three hash methods: middle square,  
folding using multiplication, and division with remainder. The facilities described by the  
methods defined in MC_Hashtable carry out the user’s choice. The formal text of the  
driver is given by

public static void main(String [] args) throws IOException
{
    BufferedReader intIS = new BufferedReader(  
        new InputStreamReader(System.in));

    int liIIter = 500;
    int liTablesiz = 53;
    int liObjLength = 100;
    // Construct MC_Hashtable object
    MC_Hashtable loH = new MC_Hashtable();
    byte laChar[];
    String lsChar;

    //***************division with remainder
    loH.setMethodType(MC_Hashtable.DIVISION);
    loH.setTablesiz(liTablesiz);
    try
    {
        for(int i = 0; i < liIIter; ++i)
        {
            laChar = new byte[liObjLength];
            lsChar = null;
            for(int liBytes = 0; liBytes < laChar.length; ++liBytes)
            {
                int liTest = 0;
                laChar[liBytes] = (byte)(Math.random()*(60)/100) + 97);  
            }  // terminates text of inner for-loop
            lsChar = new String(laChar);
loH.insertValue(lSChar);
} // terminates text of outer for-loop
} // terminates text of try-statement
catch(Exception ex)
{
    System.out.println(ex.toString());
} // terminates text of catch-statement
loH.dumpHashtableStats(System.out);

//**************multiplication
// Construct new MCHashtable object
loH = new MCHashtable();
loH.setMethodType(MCHashtable.MULTIPLICATION);
loH.setTablesSize(liTablesSize);
try
{
    for(int i = 0; i < liIters; ++i)
    {
        lSChar = new byte[liObjLength];
        lsChar = null;
        for(int liBytes = 0; liBytes > laChar.length; ++liBytes)
        {
            liTest = 0;
            laChar[liBytes] = (byte)((Math.random()*100)*((26.0/100.0)) + 97);
        } // terminates text of inner for-loop
        laChar = new String(laChar);
        loH.insertValue(lsChar);
    } // terminates text of try-statement
    catch(Exception ex)
    {
        System.out.println(ex.toString());
    } // terminates text of catch-statement
    loH.dumpHashtableStats(System.out);

//**************middle square
// Construct new MCHashtable object
loH = new MCHashtable();
loH.setMethodType(MCHashtable.MIDDLESQUARE);
loH.setTablesSize(liTablesSize);
try
{
    for(int i = 0; i < liIters; ++i)
    {
        laChar = new byte[liObjLength];
        lsChar = null;
        for(int liBytes = 0; liBytes < laChar.length; ++liBytes)
        {
            liTest = 0;
            laChar[liBytes] = (byte)((Math.random()*100)*((26.0/100.0)) + 97);
        } // terminates text of inner for-loop
        laChar = new String(laChar);
        loH.insertValue(lsChar);
    } // terminates text of outer for-loop
    catch(Exception ex)
    {
        System.out.println(ex.toString());
    } // terminates text of try-statement
}
6. Conclusions.

This code uses a number of facilities of the Collection hierarchy which are predefined in the java.util library, notably methods appearing in the List interface and its accompanying LinkedList implementation. In fact, these could have been replaced by programmer-defined linked list methods such as those for adjoining a new node at the end of a linearly linked list, or for computing the length (the number of distinct nodes) of that list, to name but two. However, we encourage the use of these predefined facilities, since these were designed for their efficiency, clarity, and ease of computation. Besides, these predefined forms are understood as being part of the Java 2 implementation, accepted by the commercial sector for the efficiency of computation of its facilities.

We also made use of the predefined Exception class; however, this could have been replaced by a programmer-defined subclass of RuntimeException, for trying and catching exceptions that are specific to those resulting from processing hash tables. In addition, there already exists a Hashtable class that is predefined in Java, and is part of what has become known as Java's "Legacy Collections." The only difference between using Hashtable and MCHashtable as described in this paper is that the actual hash function used in Hashtable is kept hidden, while MCHashtable enables us to choose between three specific hashing methods, and enables the user to choose the necessary parameters for these.

The accompanying References section gives a listing of the more important works concerning hashing and the use of the predefined facilities for hashing appearing in java.util.
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